Session 3 : A Joyful Space in My Heart: Learning to Hold the Parts of Myself that I Love
Creative Playlist for Session Three

Please enjoy a list of the songs that were played during our session
The Southern Sea- Garth Stevenson
Higher Love- James Vincent McMorrow
Just Us- Trent Reznor & Atticus Ross
An Old Friend- Stafford Bawler
Groundwork- East Forest
Flux- Garth Stevenson
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Session 3 : A Joyful Space in My Heart: Learning to Hold the Parts of Myself that I Love
Invitations for integrating this theme in between sessions

Explore incorporating intuitive movement before you art practice
This can look many ways and you are free to take your time and move in your own way. You might offer
yourself gentle touch or holds, explore with stretching or movement that feels good for you or perhaps
try repetitive movements that feel comforting. Using movement and touch can be a wonderful way to
ground yourself before a practice and let go of stagnant energy. Starting your practice in this way might
allow you to feel more connected to your practice.
Notice the ways that colors influence your life
Creativity can come in many forms and we don't always need our art tools to express ourselves. Being
mindful of the ways we are connected to colors and their meanings can be a resource for creating joyful
and supportive environments. I invite you to explore being creative in the way you set up your spaces and
in the ways you dress and adorn yourself. Perhaps take some time during your day to truly notice colors,
textures and shapes that surround you. Notice the patterns and expressions that inspire you. Notice the
ways that colors affect your mood and your state.
.
Explore creating intentions for yourself and your practice
It can be a supportive practice to have an intention for your creative practice. This might look like using
art as a resource when you are wanting to support yourself in a specific way. With time you can become
attuned to how you're feeling and cultivate the type of practice you are needing. Some themes you can
explore might be:
A practice for when you want to explore playfulness & open/light expressions
A practice for when you want to cultivate a safe container to express something that is bothering you
A practice for when you are needing more clarity with something in your life
Knowing how to support yourself through the creative process takes time and practice. Overtime you will
learn more about your art materials and mediums as well as your own creative rhythms.
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